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Carol Lynch

From: Alan Adamson [aadamson@nycap.rr.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 1:16 PM
To: Roger Clayton; George Loehr
Subject: Fw: NERC ATFNSDT Meeting August 22-24, 2007

Attachments: atfnsdt_standards_development_roadmap_20070828.doc; atfnsdt_steady_state_table_
20070828.doc; atfnsdt_stability_table_20070828.doc

atfnsdt_standards_
development_...

atfnsdt_steady_sta
te_table_200...

atfnsdt_stability_ta
ble_200708...

George (otherwise known as Paul) & Roger,

I am forwarding you a message from Tom for your information.

Al

----- Original Message -----
From: "Gentile, Thomas J." <THOMAS.GENTILE@us.ngrid.com>
To: <gzito@npcc.org>; "Alan Adamson" <aadamson@nycap.rr.com>
Cc: "Tatro, Philip J." <PHILIP.TATRO@us.ngrid.com>; "Martin, John W." 
<JOHN.MARTIN@us.ngrid.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 11:00 AM
Subject: NERC ATFNSDT Meeting August 22-24, 2007

Headlines:
1. The first draft of the revisions to NERC Standards TPL 1-4 is almost
complete. Steady state and stability performance requirements are
combined into one standard listed as TPL 001-2. See attached.

2. For seven contingencies in Table 1, the ATFNSDT felt it was
appropriate to raise the bar and propose more stringent performance
requirements than in the existing TPL 1-4 standards. See details below.

3. For the extreme events in Table 1, Bob Snow of FERC suggested that we
separate the contingencies into three types of events; (i) Two or more
events, (ii) local area events, (iii) wide area events.

4. There was a major discussion of when you are allowed to run-back or
trip generation. There is a proposal, see details below, which allows
run-back and  tripping of generators under certain conditions/criteria.

Details:
1. Table 1 has been separated into two categories of contingencies;
Planned and Extreme Testing. The contingencies within those categories
have been designated with "P" for Planned and "E" for Extreme. I
initially suggested categories of Design and Extreme Testing, but the
ATFNSDT felt that the TPL standards were not design standards but
planning standards. However, the ATFNSDT felt that you need to "PLAN
FOR" all contingencies within the Planned category. The contingencies
within the Planned category include all of the existing B and C
contingencies. The key distinction the group made between Planned and
Design, was that you need to plan for all the contingencies but not
necessarily build for all contingencies.

2. The following is a list of more stringent performance requirements.
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The ATFNSDT group would like to encourage that each area study the
impacts of raising the bar. The raising of the bar is focused on the
loss of non-consequential load for n-1-1 conditions. It is my
understanding that raising of the bar of the following contingencies
should have no impact on NPCC or NYSRC performance requirements.
Non-consequential load is defined as "Load loss other than Consequential
Load Loss.  For example, Load loss that occurs through manual (operator
initiated) or automatic operations such as under-voltage Load shedding,
under-frequency Load shedding, or Special Protection Systems."
Consequential load loss is defined as "load that is no longer served
because it is directly connected to an element(s) that is removed from
service due to fault clearing action or mis-operation."

2.1 The existing C1 contingency from Table 1, SLG Fault, with
normal clearing on a Bus Section, allows for loss of
non-consequential load. The ATFNSDT decided to raise the bar for this
contingency. However, the ATFNSDT felt that it would be very
difficult not to allow the loss of non-consequential load on Bulk
Electric System (BES) facilities rated less than 300kV, because
most regions have directly connected load to the 115kV, 138kV,
and 230kV systems and the cost would be substantial to upgrade their
systems. Therefore, it was agreed not to allow for loss of
non-sequential load for BES facilities above 300kV.

2.2 The existing C2 contingency from Table 1, SLG Fault on
non-bus tie breakers, with normal clearing, allows for loss of
non-consequential load. The group decided (10-yes and 2-no votes) not to
allow for non-consequential load loss on non-bus tie breakers above
300kV. This change raises the bar.

2.3 The existing C3 contingency from Table 1, SLG or 3 Phase
Fault for a line or transformer, with normal clearing, manual system
adjustment, followed by another SLG or 3 Phase fault with normal
clearing for a line and transformer, allows for loss of
non-consequential load. The group decided (8-yes and 4-no votes) to
raise the bar for this contingency. For this contingency, we will allow
for the loss of non-consequential load at voltages 300kV and below and
not for above 300kV.

2.4 The existing C3 contingency from Table 1, SLG or 3 Phase
Fault on generators, with normal clearing, manual system adjustment,
followed by another SLG or 3 Phase fault with normal clearing for the
loss of a line or transformers, allows for loss of non-consequential
load. The group decided (10-yes and 2-no votes) to raise the bar for
this contingency and not allow for loss of non-consequential load. Most
utilities plan for no loss of non-consequential load for this
contingency.

2.5 The existing C3 contingency from Table 1, SLG or 3 Phase
Fault on generators, with normal clearing, manual system adjustment,
followed by the loss of a single DC line, allows for loss of
non-consequential load. The group decided (10-yes and 2-no votes) to
raise the bar for this contingency and not allow for loss of
non-consequential load.

2.6 The existing C3 contingency from Table 1, the loss of a
generator, with normal clearing, manual system adjustment, followed by
the loss of another generator, allows for loss of non-consequential
load. The group decided (10-yes and 2-no votes) to raise the bar for
this contingency and not allow for loss of non-consequential load.

2.7 The existing C6-9 contingencies from Table 1, SLG Fault on a
generator, transformer, transmission circuit, or bus section with
delayed clearing (stuck non-bus tie breaker) allows for loss of
non-sequential load. It was agreed (7-yes and 5-no) not to allow for
loss of non-consequential load above 300kV.
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3. Bob Snow of FERC suggested that extreme events could be separated
into three types of events: (i) Two or more events, (ii) local area
events, (iii) wide area events.

(i) Initiating event E1 would be listed under two or more events, which
is the responsibility of the Transmission Planner. The E1 events include
A single generator, transmission circuit, DC line, or transformer forced
out of service followed by another single generator, transmission
circuit, DC line, or transformer forced out of service prior to system
adjustments.

(ii) Initiating event E2 would be listed under local area events, which
is the responsibility of a Planning Coordinator. E2 events include:
- Loss of Tower line with three or more circuits
- Loss of all Transmission lines on a common ROW
- Loss of switching station or substation (loss of one voltage
level plus transformers)
- Loss of all generating units at a station; and
- Loss of all load or major Load centers.

(iii) Wide area events (the list in FERC Order 693) include which is the
responsibility of a number of Planning Coordinator. Wide area events
include:
1) Shut down of a nuclear power plant(s) and other facilities a day
or more prior to a hurricane, tornado, or wildfire, or other common
causes such as problems with similarly designed plants;
2) Loss of older transmission lines which may not be constructed to
meet an entity's present radial ice or wind  loading requirements;
3) Loss of large gas pipeline into a region or multiple regions
that have significant gas-fired generation;
4) A successful Cyber attack;
5) Regulation that restricts or eliminates the use of a river or
lake or other body of water as the cooling source of generation; and
6) Other events based upon operating experience.

  -  For those Extreme Events that are evaluated, the rationale for the
Contingencies selected for evaluation shall be available as supporting
information.  If the Extreme Events analysis concludes there are
Cascading Outages, an evaluation of implementing a change designed to
reduce or mitigate the likelihood of such consequences shall be
conducted.
- See Requirement R3.4

4. This is a proposal from the MRO. Manual and automatic generation
run-back is allowed as a response to Single and multiple contingencies
as long as Facility Ratings are not exceeded and if consistent with the
requirements of FAC 001 (This allows you to go to STE or DAL for an N-1
condition)

 Manual and automatic generation tripping is allowed for multiple
contingencies and  for single contingencies only in situations that meet
all of the following conditions: (TBD Some examples include)
a. The generation owner allows such generation tripping
b. The tripping of the generation is 80% or less of the total
contingency reserve (to maintain the frequency) or spinning reserve for
the contingency reserve or spinning reserve sharing group and/or the
contingency reserve or spinning reserve for the generator owner if the
owner self provides contingency reserves or spinning reserves. (This is
an MRO requirement - should not trip more than you have for reserves)
c. Any special Protection Systems used in such generation tripping
are designed as follows:
- So that a single SPS component failure, when the SPS was
intended to operate, does not prevent the interconnected transmission
system from meeting the single contingency performance requirements,
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for which the SPS is designed to protect defined in Table X.

**** For your information: KeySpan is now part of National Grid.****

********************************************************************************
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it, are confidential to National 
Grid and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 
they are addressed.  If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply 
to this message and let the sender know.


